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Checklist on Location and Production Incentives for Independent Producers 
 

The following are the considerations and requirements that need to be made by Executive Producers 

wishing to access Location or Production Incentive Schemes.  Full details and guidance can be found 

here: http://downloads.bbc.co.uk/commissioning/site/bbc-guidance-location-production-

incentives.pdf 

 

 

Checklist: 

1. Is the scheme a Location or Production Incentive scheme? 

2. Is the programme in a category that is prohibited from accessing L&PI schemes (regardless 

of editorial impact)? 

3. Is it appropriate to access the scheme (will editorial integrity and compliance with BBC 

Editorial Guidelines be maintained)? 

4. Is the programme in a category or genre that requires a mandatory referral to BBC Editorial 

Policy? 

5. Is the scheme funded by a member state of the European Union? 

6. Has the scheme been vetted against European State Aid regulations and is it operating in 

compliance with Cinema Communication of the European Commission? 

7. Is application for benefit of the scheme consistent with all other schemes applied for in 

terms of compatibility and state aid intensity?  

8. Is the scheme Discretionary or Non-discretionary? 

9. Is the scheme’s governance and structure separate from the State or government? 

10. Is the scheme free from party-political ambitions? 

11. Does the scheme have clear (published) aims and objectives? 

12. Is the scheme consistent with BBC Editorial Guidelines? 

13. Does the scheme have specific credit requirements? 

14. Do the credit requirements comply with the published BBC Credit Guidelines? 

15. Have details of the scheme been entered fully on the programme commissioning 

specification? 

16. Has BBC Business Affairs been made aware that accessing of the scheme is part of the 

programme finance plan? 

17. Have complete and accurate records been maintained by the Producer on all aspects of 

accessing the scheme? 

 

For further assistance please see the BBC Guidance on Location and Production Incentives for 

Independent Producers and liaise with your BBC Business Affairs contact. 
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